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Time Series
• A sequence of observations over a
time period.
• Classical Characteristics
 Trend
 Seasonality
 Cycles
 Residuals
• Applications
 Economics
 Finance
 Medicine
 Science
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Agenda


Time Series (observe the trend)



Features of Proc Forecast



Methods (determine the best method to forecast the data)



Breakdown of the Code



Applications



Example: Healthcare Labour Force in Ontario from 2009 - 2013



Quirks



Advanced Forecasting Methods
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Features of Proc Forecast
• Fast and automatic forecasts for many series in one step as long as the series
is organized by variables (VAR) or groups (BY).
• Does not require a thorough statistical analysis of the time series.
• Forecast a series based on the historical data (one variable), and does not
consider other variables that may affect the time series in question.
The BY statement is often
used for cross-sectional
studies.
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General Options
data=<dataset set to forecast>
lead=<desired number of forecast values>
interval=<frequency of the time series (useful if you want to forecast

by year instead of by month)>
Out=<outputs the parameter and forecast estimates>
Outest=<outputs the statistical measure>

Projects the next 12
months of the
Healthcare variable.
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Case Scenario: The Ontario Healthcare and Social Assistance Labour Force

1

• Brief Summary
• What’s the purpose of selecting this time series modeling?
• Who would benefit from forecasting this time series?
• Source of the Data & Conditions

Number of Employed, in
thousands

Forecasting the Healthcare & Social Assistance Labour Force, using the Exponential Method
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1

Seasonally adjusted by Statistics Canada (the dataset do not consist of the real values of the Ontario Labour Force as it is adjusted by Statistics Canada for the purpose of comparing between time periods).
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Trial and errors
based on method
and trend.

Smoothing Exponential Methods

SINGLE

Requirement

Code

Options

• The mean of the series
decreases over time
• Constant model

proc forecast data=health.five lead=12
interval=month out=health.forecast_expo1
method=expo trend=1;
id time;
var &v1; run;

DOUBLE

TRIPLE

• Must be approximately
linear trend

• Must be at least a
quadratic model

proc forecast data=health.five lead=12
interval=month out=health.forecast_expo1
method=expo trend=2;
id time;
var &v1; run;

proc forecast data=health.five lead=12
interval=month out=health.forecast_expo1
method=expo trend=3;
id time;
var &v1; run;

• Smaller smoothing weights are recommended for series with stable trends
whereas larger weights should be used for unstable series.
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Number of Employed, in thousands

Forecasting the Healthcare & Social Assistance Labour Force, using the
Exponential Method
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• Recent data are more heavily
factored in than the early
observations

Number of Employed, in thousands

840

Forecasting the Healthcare & Social Assistance Labour Force, using the
STEPAR Method
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STEPAR (Stepwise Autoregressive)
•

Automatic forecasting method that fit the series
with equal weights.
• Combine models that are suitable for considering
long-term trend (trend models) and short-term flux
(autoregressive)

WINTERS Methods

CONSTANT

Description

Features

Code

Options

LINEAR

QUADRATIC

• Presume the values of the time series’ variable are positive.
• Seasonal parameters are multiplied with the trend.
• Predicts a constant
forecast value for all
future time intervals.
proc forecast data=health.five lead=12
interval=month out=health.forecast_winter1
method=winters trend=1;
id time;
var &v1; run;

• If trend=n is not specified
in the code, this is
usually the default option.
proc forecast data=health.five lead=12
interval=month out=health.forecast_winter2
method=winters trend=2;
id time;
var &v1; run;

• Unstable and not advised
to use.

proc forecast data=health.five lead=12
interval=month out=health.forecast_winter3
method=winters trend=3;
id time;
var &v1; run;

• The consideration of seasonality makes use of the INTERVAL and SEASONS
options
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Number of Employed, in thousands

Forecasting the Healthcare & Social Assistance Labour Force, using the Winter
Method
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Winters
• An exponentially smoothed trend, which
factors in seasonality

Number of Employed, in thousands

Forecasting the Healthcare & Social Assistance Labour Force, using the ADDWINTER Method
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Additive Winters
• Similar to the Winters Method,
except the seasonal parameters
are added to the trend

Quirks
• The interval variable must be formatted into a SAS date.
• Since we are forecasting with a time series, make sure the observations are
sorted by time from past to present.
• Always try a variety conditions such as the time period, smoothing weight,
methods, etc on a test run since every time series have different characteristics.
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Univariate Forecasting Models
PROC FORECAST

• Automatic trend extrapolation.

Features

Best For

• No need for complex statistical
analysis.

• Forecasting numerous of time
series at once.
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PROC ARIMA (Auto Regression Integrated
Moving Average)

• Outputs detail analysis of a series.
• Selects the best fit with the least mean
squared forecast residuals.
• Generates forecast values as a linear
combination of the series’ historical
values and errors.
• Forecasting one series via the
identification, estimation, and forecast
stages.

Multivariate Forecasting Models
PROC VARMAX

Features

General

• Predict forecasts from the
regression model.
• Provide tests to find constant
error terms, etc.

PROC STATESPACE

• Forecast numerous of relevant
variables based on the
autocorrelations.

• Forecasts the response variable based on the influence of the predictor
variables (X1, X2, X3, .., Xn) .
• Able to project forecasts, based on scenarios (Example, oil price falls, the
forecast of GDP is expect to fall in Venezuela).
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Appendix: Ontario Healthcare Statistics

• By 2035, the senior population will consist of 23.8% of the Ontario’s population (grow to 4.1
millions).
• More people are beginning their career past the age of 18 due to post-secondary education.
• Health care professionals tend to be older.
• Factors that affect skills shortage: age structure of the labour sector, training length, mobility,
and workplace conditions (long hours, inconsistent shifts, and difficult patients).
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